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1. Transformations of Third Kind in a Composite Range.-Let y',
2
...,y be n independent variables and ya real continuous function
of a real variable a, defined for a < a < b. Consider the linear functional
transformation fromya,y- , ..., y' to new variables ya, y
ya = Kaya+K + K, y (Ka ° (1)
Y= Gil + rjya
In (1) we assume that K', Kla, ..., Kna Ka, ... I K: are continuous
functions of a, defined for a < a < b, and that K',0 is a continuous function
of a and P, defined for a < a, # < b. Here and throughout this paper
we shall understand that any Greek letter used as an index can range over
the closed continuous interval (a, b), while any Latin letter can take on
any integral value 1, 2, . . ., n. We shall use the convention of denoting
Riemann integration on (a, b) by the repetition of a Greek subscript and
superscript in a -term except when an index is inclosed in a parenthesis.
A similar convention is to hold for summation from 1 to n on the Latin
indices.
The totality of such transformations (1) whose bordered Fredholm
determinants do not vanish form a group G with inverses. By the bordered
Fredholm determinant D is meant the following functional
1...CtM
~~(2)|K|+ Em41 amy
where
K;a' ra Ka Ka
R~l)*- R(em) 1 Kn
Kram ram
K(19) ... K(ftm) am ...
Axial.. m.$ K(1 Km.K KK'
K('0.--(1m) 1 *..
_~nl Km KI K n
K(0l) ... K(ftn) n
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We shall denote the bordered Fredholm determinant corresponding to
(1) by
K; K7 1
LK(o
2. The Form and a Functional Invariant.-Consider a functional form
with continuous coefficients
ga yaoy + g.(ya)2 + 2gj y y' + gij 9 y; ( (3)
ga $ 0, gGO = g0a, gij = gji
in the composite range yX, y1, ..., y'. We assume that we are dealing
with an absolute form under the group G.
As a consequence of the law of transformation of the coefficients g,
it follows that the continuity of the coefficients, the non-vanishing of ga,
and the symmetry relations of gap and gij are invariant properties under G.
Since the bordered Fredholm functional of the product of two trans-
formations of G is the product of the bordered Fredholm functionals of
the transformations, it follows after some reductions that
Lg1s [If]O gngFj2
THZORZM I. The bordered Fredhoim determinant of the coefficients of
the form (3) is a relative functional invariant of weight two under the group G.
[ ga gajj
D VgDg; v' D
is another form of the same invariant that exhibits explicitly the symmetric
character of the original matrix.
3. Forms Quadratic in a Function and Its Derivative.-Luet wa be a
function of fwith a continuous derivative yexh The form with continuous
coefficients
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AOuSWawl + 2BagWa/ + Caya9 + Aa (wa)2 + 2BaWaya (5)
+ Ca(ya)2, Aa = Arab Cap = Ca (
does not possess a unique expansion, so that its vanishing for all admissible
Wa does not entail the identical vanishing of all the coefficients. Denoting
Wu by Y and defining
= Ofora< < b
Ea = 1, E0,9 =X
1for a < (3<.a
we may write
Wa = EaY + Easy (6)
An application of the functional transformation (6) to the form (5)
is instrumental' in yielding the following theorem.
THsORsM II. Any form (5) with continuous coefficients can be thrown
over into a form of type (3) with n = 1, yl = Y and with continuous coeffi-
cients given as follows:
ga= AYEyEp + B.sEay + BaE' + Cap
+ AYEIE; + BEp(a) + BE(f) (
ga =Ca (7)
= A.Y&ETE + B.YaE7 + A7E- + Ba
g = AY,,EtE8 + AE 4
COROLLARY. A necessary and sufficient condition that form (5) vanish
for all admissible functions Wa is that ga0, g,,,, gal, gil defined by (7) all vanish
identically.
Finally the following theorem has been proved by us:
THzORM III. If ,Ka = -K' exists, is bounded and is integrable,ly Za ly
then the following relation holds
D [KaEz ] = D [Ka],
LKa-rE, 1 + Ka-rty
where D [K, ] is the well-known Fredholm determinant of Ki.
1 Presented to the American Mathematical Society, June 20, 1930. A complete
account will be published in the Trans. Am. Math. Soc. Paragraphs 1 and 2 of the
present note involve as special cases well-known algebraic theories as well as some
recent results on functional forms. For the latter, see A. D. Michal, Am. J. Math.,
50 (1928), in particular pp. 476-480; A. D. Michal and T. S. Peterson, a forthcoming
paper in the Ann. Math.
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